Good day all. Little is spoken of how we use our voice in our daily lives as an indicator of our faith ~ for what we speak of determines our faith. Our faith is that we worship. We can spend all day long speaking of our favorite football club, what has happened at work, what is happening around the world ~ and this reveals the mental attention we are giving to this or that or the other. What we focus on, think about, obsess about, talk about ~ becomes the idol or god we worship. In this way what we speak about reveals our faith to others. Jesus spoke often of the ills of this world and how to transcend them by placing our faith in God. Thus His speech was an indicator of His faith in the resurrection ~ of our spirit resurrecting from the perils of darkness into the light of the Spirit of Christ. The Buddha spoke of transcending the darkness of this world, the darkness of the evil one, by giving up the ‘things of this world’, as Jesus did also. Thus their speech was an indicator of their faith in the Way ~ the Way out of darkness. Our speech is an offering to that we worship ~ just as offerings have been given in rituals since the beginning of time to those many gods of worship. If we criticize others, our speech is an offering to the god of hate ~ for criticism is an expression of hate. If we judge others’ actions with the seed of pride, our speech is an offering to the god of pride. If we attack others’ actions with words of scorn, our speech is an offering to the god of war. If we condemn the ‘least of these’ which is Jesus in disguise, our speech is an offering to the anti-Christ. Let us think carefully of our words before we bellow, for our words seal our fate in this world of form. For what we worship will expand around us, drawn unto us by the laws of this world. Have you ever noticed those who criticize often, draw unto them more experiences to criticize? This is because they are choosing criticism, as an act, as a god, to worship over time. And our Father in heaven will deliver these experiences ~ for He never denies His children what they ask. For what you speak is not only an offering, but a calling to God for that which you worship. And it is here we hold the power, as co-creators ~ to determine our fate in this world of form. It is here we hold the power to worship the light or darkness, and to demonstrate to God the gods we worship. “Father I make the determination to leave behind all false idols, for these are the gods that will devour me whole. I will fight for my resurrection into the holy light of God, by resisting the darkness and its gods of peril. Please descend upon me every moment every hour and be my only voice in this valley of the shadow of death.” Amen. And may you all be blessed in our Father’s love and grace.